
What’s in the picture?

• Actions – present continuous: What’s happening in the picture?
• Present continuous (now) vs. Present simple (usually)
• Describing people and places
• Expressions of place: on the left/right, at the front/back, in the 

middle/background, I can see, There is/are, In the picture
• Clothes: What are they wearing?
• Feelings: They look…
• Appearance: What do they look like?
• The weather, seasons
• The background (places, objects, parts of the house, landscape)

Language we need:







Present continuous

S     + be + V-ing
I + am + singing
You +are+singing
She +is   +singing
I +am not + dancing
They +are not (aren’t) + dancing
He + is not (isn’t)      + dancing



Wh

They are dancing.
.
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More practice



Find the differences



WHO
•sex, age

•how many
•what look like

WHERE
•What look like
•What event

•background

WHAT
•doing

•wearing
•thinking, feeling



_________ a lot of people sitting and standing on a restaurant terrace.  At _________ three 
people are sitting around a table. _____________bottles and glasses  and a fruit bowl on 
the table. The woman on _____________ is playing with her dog.  On __________, a man 
and a woman are chatting with another man. 
At __________ there are other people sitting and standing in groups. A woman  and a man 
are talking  in ________  of the picture. The man _________ and the woman is leaning over 
the banister.   Most of the men and women ___________ hats.  They _________ a good 
time and they _______ relaxed.  In ________ there is a river and some sailboats.

I can see

the front

the left

the right

there are some

the back

the middle

are wearing

the background

is sitting
are having

look



 WHO    WHERE      WHAT



Guernica
What’s going on?
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What are they wearing?

sari

jackettrousers boots

Trainers/Sneakers

jeans

scarf skirt

sunglasses bracelet

high-heelsshoes T-shirt

suit sweatershirt

blouse
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Karen

Danny

Sunny

Tara

Simon



Find the opposites (from the text)

WATCH: My Shoes (video 
and quiz)
https://www.eslvideo.com/
quiz.php?id=17088

Uncomfortable- comfortable

https://www.eslvideo.com/quiz.php?id=17088
































1 I usually wear comfortable shoes 

because I walk to work.

2 Now I am wearing a black suit 

because I am going to a classical 

music concert this evening.

D What are you wearing now?

Talk about habits, routines, repeated 
actions

Present simple

Present continuous

Talk about actions happening at the time 
of speaking or around it or in near future)



Appearance

What do you look like?

What does she look like?





Curly, middle-aged, oval, angry, overweight, nervous, slim, square, old, straight, scared, 
long, bored, tall, beard, round, young, bald, fair, happy, skinny, tired, beautiful, 

surprised, sad, shoulder-length, freckled, handsome, brown, light, thin, pretty, fat, 

moustache, dark, muscular, strong, excited, short, ugly, 

Hair

Face Other (age, look)

Built

Feelings



1. I am /have (got) short brown 

hair. (don’t have, haven’t got)

2. You are/ have (got) a freckled 

nose.

3. She is/has middle-aged.

4. We are /have an oval face.

5. I am /have thin.

6. You are/ have brown hair.

7. He is /has tired.

8. They are/have tall and slim.

9. She is/has beautiful.

10. He is/has curly hair.

11. You are /have a square face.

12. They are /have long arms.

13. You are/ have bored.

14. You are/ have a pretty face.

15. This man is /has old. 
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Present continuous

Present simple



Present simple vs present continuous



What does he usually do?

What is he doing
at the moment?

Wear (2x), fight, sit, have, drive, help

WORK HOLIDAY



What does she usually do?

What is she doing
at the moment?

Wear (2x), drive, look, work, do, look after, dive, farmer 

WORK HOLIDAY



Finish the sentences 

CLOTHES  (wear)

I always…(wear double socks at online classes)

At the moment I …. (am wearing jeans)

I never … (wear a scarf)

Every winter I …. (wear boots)

This week I ….. (am wearing my blue cardigan.)



What does he usually do?
What is he doing
at the moment?

read, study, shop, student, wear (3X), have

WORK HOLIDAY



Action verbs vs. State verbs
WHICH SENTENCES ARE NOT CORRECT? WHY?

I have a cat. 

I am having a cat. 

I have a shower (every morning). 

I am having a shower. 

I know that man. 

I am knowing that man.

I think it’s a good idea. 

I am thinking it’s a good idea.

I think about you every day. 

I am thinking about you.

I like your shoes. 

I am liking your shoes. 

She looks good.

She is looking good. 

She looks at the photos.

She is looking at the photos.

IN GENERAL OR NOW?

I go to school by bus everyday. ok
I am going to school by car today. ok

I run 2 kms every day.
I am running 1 km now.

I often cook lunch.
I am cooking spaghetti for lunch.

I don’t drink coffee.
I am not drinking coffee. It’s tea.

Do you study English at school?
Are you studying English at the moment?



another foreign 

language besides
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Finish the sentences.

FOOD  (eat)

I always… (have dinner).

Today I …. (am not having lunch)

I never … (eat seafood)

Every week I …. (drink Coke)

This week I ….. (am eating take-away food)



Picture background: In the house

Rooms

Furniture

Electric devices and other
equipment

Parts of the house



Prepositions of place



Find 10 differences



More places:

A

B

C

D



More shops:



There are a lot of…
There are some…
There are only a 

few…
There aren’t any…



Step 1: make selfies, choose from these topics:
My home
My favourite place in town
A festival/ celebration
At school
With friends
My hobbies
My favourite season
On holiday
Shopping
Etc.

Step 2: write captions under the photos 
(Who? Where? What?)


